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ABSTRACT
The activity of sports betting in Kenya has been on a steady rise despite efforts by the government to
tame its prevalence. Ever since the first online sp01is betting company started business in Kenya,
there has been an increase both in the munber of people taking part in the activity and the number of
companies operating in Kenya as bookmakers. The government has put in several policy directives
and legislative measures in efforts to curb the dangerous rise in the number of citizens taking part in
the activity. Key among them is the imposition of a surtax on the bookmakers' proceeds at the rate of
35% of their gross gaming revenue. This led to an uproar from the stakeholders mainly the
bookmakers since they are set to lose a huge amount of their income through this surtax. The
government on the other hand has turned a deaf ear to their pleas of revision of the 35% tax rate.
Betting taxes have been used in various jurisdictions around the world to achieve regulation
objectives. Kenya' s problem is not unique. This research draws inspiration from jurisdictions that
have levied taxes on betting as a means of bringing the sector under regulation. This is done by way
of case studies. Legal theories that justify imposition of taxes in general also inform and guide this
research. By drawing lessons from two contrasting jurisdictions, this paper makes a case for the
retention of betting tax at 35% on the gross gaming revenue . Keywords : gambling, betting,

regulation, betting tax, gross gaming revenue, stakes.
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH
l.l.Background of the problem
Gambling has been practised around the world for thousands of years.' People have always
placed wagers on the outcome of an event between two competitors.2 Historically, in almost
any human civilization across the centuries there were competition events and contests on
whose outcome bets were placed. 3 This goes as far back as in the Roman empire where many
Roman emperors enjoyed gambling. 4 For many years, it was only legal to place a bet in Rome
at the circus or at the chariot races. 5 Gambling has lived through the history of sports and
competitions. As one tracks sporting events from the early Greece and Roman games up to the
modern games such as football, there has always been a market for placing wagers. 6
One key observation that can be made is that the number of people who could place bets on the
outcome of one sporting event during the ancient times was relatively low. The way a wager is
placed has changed over the years with advancement in teclmology causing changes in
communication methods. 7 In ancient times, bets were only made face to face with the two
parties present. 8 In modern times, the methods of betting have diversified leading to growth of
the number of people who can place a bet on the outcome of one event.
In Kenya, this business has grown tremendously since 2013 when the first online sports betting
operator was launched. 9 Technological advancement has led to a steady rise of sports betting
activities. 10 This is evident from the steadily rising number of firms using the online platform
and the number of people taking part in betting. 11 The advancement in technology provided
room for this growth and more so boosted the speed at which it was happening.

1

http://sportsgambl imu1bout.com/od/sportsgamb ling 101 /a/sportsbettinghistorv.htm on 28 January 2017.
http://sportsgambling.flbout.com/ocl/s portsgmnblingl 01 /a/sportsbettinghistory.htm on 28 January 2017.
3
http://sportsgambl ing.flbout.com/ocl/sportsgmnb ling l 0 1/a/sportsbettinghistorv.htm on 28 January 2017.
4
http://www.historyinanhour.com/20 12/ 10/22/the-ancient-ages-of-gamb lin g/ on 26 January 2017.
5
http://www.vroma.org/~bmcmanus/circus.html on 26 January 2017.
6
http://www. jb1earning.com/samples/0763749591 /49591 ch03 mclean on 26 January 2016,
http://spQ!JWmbling.about.c_pm/od/sportsga!nblingl 0 I/a/sportsbetting[1istorv.htm on 28 January 2017.
7
http://sportsgambling.about.com/od/sportsgamb lin g 10 I/a/sQortsbettinghistorv.htm on 28 January 2017 .
8
httQ://sportsgamb li ng.about.com/od/sportsgamb lingl 0 I/a/sQortsbettinghistorv.htm on 28 January 2017.
9
http://www .najtion.co.ke/1i festv le/smartcornQany/ Win'-K RA-cant-bet-on-2:ambl in g-tax-yet/1 ?26-3 030548c 173aqz!index.html on 15 November 2016.
:o h1Jn :l!www. najtion .co.ke/1ifestv1e/s martcomnany/Whv- KRA-cant-bet-on-gambl ing-tax-vet/ I?26-3030548c 173aqz!index.htm1 on 15 November 2016.
11
l:!!!J2:II\VWW .na jtion .co.ke!l ifestv1e/srnartcornpan v/Wh v-KRA -cant-bet-on-gambl ing-tax -vet! 1226-3030548c 173aqz!index.htrnl on 15 November 2016 .
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This growth did not escape the government's eye and the public in almost equal measure. The
expansion of the betting industry in this way alarmed some. 12 They felt that the government
and the Betting Control and Licensing Board (BCLB) were not doing enough to protect the
public from exploitation by betting firms and other adverse effects from engaging in the
activity. On the other hand, some people were quite pleased to see the betting industry
expand. 13 Their view was that betting activities had led to some more money circulating in the
country thus stimulating the economy. 14 When the masses participating in the activity kept
growing the govenunent finally faced the challenge; to tame the growth of the betting industry.
The challenge presented itself in many ways the most prominent and relevant to this research
being choosing a regulatory tool.
The preferred means to address the social challenge of betting was introducing a surtax for the
betting sector relative to other businesses, perceived to have less adverse effects to the society,
carried out in the country. This was done in the year 2016 when betting tax was put in place. 15
Betting tax is payable to the collector of betting tax by the licenced bookmakers. At the onset,
the tax rates were capped at 7.5% of the gaming revenue . 16 Gaming revenue in this case is the
gross turnover less the amount paid out to customers as winnings. 17
The government seemed dissatisfied with how things were going and less than a year later, in
the budget statement dated 30111 March 2017 delivered in parliament by the cabinet secretary
for the national treasury, Hemy Rotich, proposed to raise taxes for betting, lottery, gaming and
competition from the rates of 7.5%, 5%,12% and 15%, respectively, to a uniform tax rate of
50% for all categories. 18 The proceeds, he said, would be put in the newly created National

12

https ://www .standardmed ia.co .ke/article/20002' 14 52/parents-ni ghtmare-as-gambl in g-and -betting-crazegrips-estates on 22 January 2017. See )1ttps://citizentv .co.ke/sports/sgorts-betting-craze-)2art-l-kenva-taken-bystorm-1197T2/ on 22 January 2017. See also https://c itizentv.co.ke/sports/sport-betting-craze-part-2-the-bignumbers-1 19849/ on 22 January 2017 .
13
b!.!R ://www. nation .co .ke/sgorts/football!Betti ng-firm s-cash-in-on- Kenvas-gamb Iin g-craze/ I I 02-3 067790374h8fiindex .html on 2 January 2017 .
14
htt)2 ://mobile.nation.co.ke/nev.;_§/1950946-3788598:gQj9km/index. html on 2 February 2017.
15
Section 29A, Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap 131) and Section 80, Finance Act (Act No . 38 of20 16).
16
Section 29A, Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap 131) and Section 80, Finance Act (Act No. 3 8 of 20 16).
17
Section 2, Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap 131) and Section 79, Finance Act (Act No. 38 of20 16).
18
Budget Statement for the Fiscal Year 2017/20 18(1 st July- 30th June) by Mr. Henry I<.. Rotich, EGH cabinet
secretary for the national treasury March 30, 2017. Par 156.
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Sports, Culture and Arts Fund to support development of sports, culture and arts in Kenya. 19
The 50% proposal was rejected and parliament settled at a 35% uniform rate. 20
Implementation of the 35% rate has however been met with stiff opposition by the Association
of Gaming Operators-Kenya (AGOK). 21 In an open letter to the president, published both
online and on print dailies, AGOK laid out its claim that the president had been ill-advised that
the tax of such nature would achieve the desired results. 22
1.2.Statement of the problem
The law on betting in Kenya is primarily the Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap 131 ). 23
Betting is licensed and regulated by the Betting Control and Licensing Board (BCLB) created
under the Act. 24 Locally, the business of bookmaking is carried out in an array of media by a
growing number of operators. 25 Some operators run betting shops, while others use the online
platforms which include short message services. 26 The rise in prevalence of betting activities
in Kenya, as pointed out in the background information of this research, led to concerns
informed by the adverse effects betting activities could cause to the society and to individuals.
In the Budget statement of March 2017, the cabinet secretary for the national treasury noted
that betting and gaming had become widespread in our society in an environment that is
inadequately regulated and that its expansion was beginning to have negative social effects, in
particular on the young and vulnerable members of our society. 27
The typical response for Kenya to betting would have been to outlaw the activity of betting and
deregister the companies who take part in the business of bookmaking. This was certainly not
a feasible option due to the huge investment in the business of bookmaking by both local and

19

Budget Statement for the Fiscal Year 2017/20 18( I st July- 30th June) by Mr. Henry K. Rotich, EGH cabinet
secretary for the national treasury March 30, 2017. Par 156.
20
Sections 29, 30, 31, 32, Finance Act 2017.
21
http://www.bus inessdai Ivafrica .com/economv/Betti ng-firms-say- Uh uru-i !\-advised-on-35 pc-tax -rise/3 94623439833')8-format-xhtml-um')v6azlindex.html on 30 August 2017.
22
httJ2 :1/www. bus inessda iIyafrica.com/econ omv/Betti n g- firm s-say- Uh uru-i!l-ad vised-on-35 pc-tax-ri se/3 94623439833?8-f(Hmat-xhtml-um?v6a7lindex.html on 30 August 2017.
23
Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap I 31 ).
24
Section 2, Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act (Cap 131 ).
25
World Trade Organization committee on trade and development, Electronic commerce, development
and small, medium-sized enterprises, 2013.
26
'Lilian Ochieng': Why KRA can't bet on gambling tax yet' eDaily Nation, 12 January 2016
http://www .na jt ion.co.ke/1ifcstv le/smartcompany/\Vhy- KRA -can t-bet-on-garn bl in g -tax -yct/1')26-3 03 0548c 173aqz/index.html on IS November 2016 .
27
Budget Statement for the Fiscal Year 2017/20 18( I st July- 30th June) by Mr. Henry K. Rotich, EGH cabinet
secretary for the national treasury March 30, 20 17. Par 156.
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foreign companies. 28 Instead, the government introduced a surtax meant to curb the rapid
growth of gambling which in its opinion hurts the young and vulnerable, and raise cash to fund
sports, culture and the arts. 29
Taxes are certainly not new to the betting industry. Prior to the current regime, the Income Tax
Act (Cap. 470) was amended to provide for a withholding tax on winnings from betting. 30
Punters had to pay a percentage of their winnings from bets placed in the country as tax to the
state. 31 The payment was made through the bookmakers withholding a percentage of the
punter's witmings and remitting that to the collector of withholding tax. 32 This applied for both
residents and non-residents who placed bets in the country.33 This provision has since been
removed.34 Levying withholding tax on the winnings proved to be inefficient both as a revenue
collection means and regulation tool. 35
The bookmakers on the other hand were displeased by the smiax. 36 The Association of Gaming
Operators-Kenya claimed that the tax would drive mainstream, legally established betting firms
out of business and pave the way for underground, illegal players that would be difficult to
regulate. 37
These two views of betting tax pose a policy question of the choice of taxation as the regulatory
tool to tame growth of the betting sector.

1.3.Purpose of the study
The purpose of this research is to provide an independent review ofKenya's approach to taxing
betting with the intention of achieving regulation. This research is an investigation of the use
of tax as a regulatory tool for the rapidly growing betting sector in Kenya. The research also
evaluates whether betting tax as a regulatory tool will achieve the desired results of reducing
28

http://w>vw. business license.or.ke/index .php/ li cense/browse accessed 25 March 2018.
Budget Statement for the Fiscal Year 2017/20 18(1 st July- 30th June) by Mr. Henry K. Rotich, EGH cabinet
secretary for the national treasury March 30, 2017 . Par 156.
30
Section 14, Finance Act 20 13.
31
Section 14, Finance Act 20 13.
32
Section 14, Finance Act 2013 .
33
Section 14, Finance Act 20 13.
34
Section 8 Finance Act (Act No. 38 of20 16).
35
' Lili an Ochieng' : Why KRA can't bet on gambling tax yet ' eDaily Nation, 12 January 2016
http://www. naj tion.co .ke/1i fes tvle/smartcomQany/ Why- KRA-cant-bet-on-gam bl ing-tax-vet/ 1226-3 030548.:
c l73aqz!index.htrnl on 15 November 2016.
36
http://www. bus inessda i1yati"i ca.com/econom y/Betti tW- fi rms-sav-Uh uru- i11-advised-on-3 5pc-tax-ri se/39462343983328-format-xhtm1-um2y6az!index .html on 30 August 2017.
37
http://www.businessdailya tl·ica.com/econom v/Betti ng- finn s-sav-Uh uru-i 11-advised-on-35 pe-t ax··rise/3 9462343983328-format-xhtml -um2y6az!index. html on 30 August 20 I 7.
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prevalence of betting activities in the country. There is need for the government to address the
concerns of both the public and the private sector with regard to regulation ofbetting activities.
1.4.Scope of the study
The purpose of this research being to provide an independent review of Kenya's approach to
taxing betting. It considers the merits of betting tax, which is a tax on gross gaming revenue,
in terms of how it influences regulation of the Kenyan betting market and the tax revenue
generated by the betting industry. Other taxes, including corporate tax, licenses and VAT, are
not included in the focus ofthis study.
l.S.Research methodology
This research is conducted by drawing lessons from case studies of jurisdictions where betting
tax has been levied to regulate the gambling sector. The findings of the case studies are then
discussed to give answers to the research questions and conclusions are drawn. From the
conclusions, recommendations will be made to the relevant stakeholders. This study is
conducted through desktop review of pre-existing data.
1.6.Hypothesis
The following hypothesis will be tested in this research:
There is a significant regulatory role played by taxation in society and this can be utilised to
curb the rise of the betting sector in Kenya to avert undesirable outcomes of overindulgence.
1.7.Research questions and specific objectives
The specific research objectives will be to:
a. Determine whether tax can be used as a regulatory measure.
b. Determine whether this regulatory power of taxes can be used to regulate betting in
Kenya.
c. Give recommendations on a suitable approach to regulate the betting sector using tax.
1.8.Research questions
To ensure that the objectives ofthis research are met, the questions to be asked are:
a. Can tax be used to regulate social conduct?
b. Should betting tax in Kenya be levied on the stakes or on gross gaming revenue?
5

c. What is Kenya's chosen model of betting tax and why?

1.9.Justification of the study
People have been betting on sports for as long as sports have been played. 38 There is no reason
to believe that this will change in the future. In modern times, the methods of betting have
diversified, and this has come with an increase in the number of the people that pmticipate in
the activity. This strains the government as it tries to regulate the growing market for placing
wagers on sports played within the country and over.
Despite the imposition of betting tax, the prevalence in sports betting activities has not died
down. 39 As is expected, this activity has continued to impact on the productivity of the youths
in the country. 40 This would be detrimental to the economy which is dependent upon other
things such as agriculture. Overindulgence by the youth would leave these other sectors
unattended and trigger a systemic effect bringing down the economy.
This research will therefore seek to show how betting tax will go a long way in achieving
reduction of prevalence of betting activities in Kenya and avert the concerns of the government
on productivity of the youths in Kenya.

1.10.

Literature review

Clarkea and Demp wrote an article titled: "The feasibility of regulating gambling on the
internet" in the Managerial and Decision Economics Journal. 41 Their focus was on regulating
internet gambling since it presented substantial and relatively new challenges to governments
and regulatory agencies. They proceeded on the hypothesis that the then existing approaches
to betting, lotteries and gaming were limited by the nature of internet technology and the
international nature of the activity of internet betting. They considered particular aspects of
internet gambling and reached the conclusion that prohibition is an ineffectual alternative and
that licensing of gambling service providers was the appropriate approach. This work only

38

htt]2:/lsJ2ortsgambling.about.com/od!sJ2ortsgambling I 01 /a/sportsbettinghistory.htm on 28 January 2017.
httRS ://www .standardmedia.co. ke/business/artic le/200 1265 768/aud it-firm-pwc-backs-bettin g-com12.an ies- inprotest-against-tax on 25 March 2018.
40
Budget Statement for the Fiscal Year 2017/20 18(1st July- 30th June) by Mr. Henry K . Rotich, EGH cabinet
secretary for the national treasury March 30, 2017. Par 156.
41
Clarkea Rand Demp G, 'The feasibility of regulating gambling on the internet ' 22 The Managerial and
Decision Economics Journal, 1-3 (200 I).
39
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focused on licensing and prohibition as methods of regulating internet betting. The phenomena
of internet betting, as it was then, is the basis on which online sports betting today is founded.
Paton, Siegel and Williams delved deeper into this issue. Their work was titled "A policy
response to the e-commerce revolution: The case of betting taxation in the UK." 42 They
discussed the impact of technological changes in the betting, lotteries and gaming sector. The
fact was that there had been a lot of changes in the betting, lotteries and gaming sector in the
UK coming with technological advancement in the 1990's. The changes included the
introduction of a national lottery and the rise of internet gambling. These fundamental changes
induced the UK government to conduct a large-scale review of betting duty. As a result of this
review, the government announced a significant reduction in betting taxes. The government
also decided to replace the then current general betting duty, levied as a proportion of betting
stakes, with a gross profits tax, based on the net revenue of bookmakers. The authors examined
the economic rationale behind these decisions and demonstrated how these tax changes had
broad implications regarding optimal levels of taxation for other sources of government
revenue. They took an analytical approach where they sought to understand why the laws were
being changed in the UK. It is from their explanations that this research gets its basic premises
of the regulatory nature of a tax on betting activities.
This research seeks to go beyond Clarkea's and Demp's focus on licensing and prohibition as
methods of regulating internet betting. The problem they tried to solve at that time has mutated
into a more advanced social problem. The current trend of sports betting especially in online
platforms needs to be looked at from a perspective that better regulates it. This is how
imposition of a tax on the proceeds of both the bookmakers and the punters comes in as an
attempt to regulate the betting sector.
1.11.

Limitations of the study

A few challenges face the conduction of this research,
a. There is not much literature on this topic .
b. The intended respondents were not forthcoming with information that would form a
huge basis on which this research could be accurately concluded.

42

Paton D, Siegel D and Williams L, 'A policy response to thee-commerce revolution', 296.
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1.12.

Outline of the dissertation and its flow of argument

Chapter one
This is the chapter that provides a background and context of the study, states the problem that
is the focus of this study, provides the literature review on what has been written previously in
the area of study, states the objectives of the study and questions that will be answered in the
study, states the hypotheses that will be tested in the study, outlines the theoretical framework
and the design methodology of the study. It is also in this chapter where the limitations likely
to face the study are listed and a timeline for the period over which the study will be conducted
IS

given.

Chapter two
This chapter will bear the theoretical framework through which the topic will be examined. It
will contain the logical structure that guides the study. Here, key concepts are identified and
the relationship between these concepts and the research topic are outlined.
Chapter three
This chapter will provide case studies of the use of taxation to achieve regulation in the betting
sector in other jurisdictions Two case studies will be discussed to show how taxes have been
used to successfully or otherwise regulate betting in those jurisdictions.
Chapter four
This chapter first provides an analysis of the findings by answering the research questions and
will briefly consider justifications for the imposition of betting tax in Kenya.
Chapter five
This will be the final chapter of the dissertation, it will provide a conclusion on the findings of
the research and issue recommendations from the findings while identifying areas of future
research
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2. CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1.Introduction to theoretical framework
Taxes are generally considered to be the common burden for the maintenance of the state. 43
However, some taxes are imposed for other reasons beyond raising revenue for the
government. 44 This research is mainly informed by legal theories that would justify imposition
of a tax of any nature in society.
2.2.The social contract theory
The social contract theory was developed by many philosophers over time. According to
Thomas Hobbes, the idea of self-protection and self-defense is inherent in man, and in order to
do so, all his rights and freedoms were voluntarily surrendered to an authority (the state) in
exchange for protection and preservation oflife and property. This prompted the establishment
of the ruler, who would be the total head of administration. According to Hobbes, the protection
of the state is paid for by all the citizens in form of taxes. 45
According to John Locke, the state of nature was sensibly great and enjoyable. It was a
condition of peace, goodwill, mutual assistance, and preservation. 46 However, the property was
not secure. In that condition of nature, men had every one of the rights which nature could give
them. Man, in the state of nature, felt the need to secure his property and with the end goal of
assurance of their property, men entered into the social contract. Under the agreement, man did
not surrender all his rights to one single individual. He surrendered just the right to maintain
order and enforce the law of nature and retained the other rights, i.e., right to life, libe11y and
estate because these rights were considered common and basic privileges of men. 47
Having made a political society and government through their assent, men at that point
increased three things which they needed in the state of nature: laws, judges to arbitrate laws,
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and the official power important to enforce these laws. 48 This government needed funds to run
and could only be raised through taxes.
Jean Jacques Rousseau was a French rationalist who gave another translation to the of social
contract theory.49 As indicated by him, social contract is not a verifiable truth but a speculative
development of reason. Before the social contract, the life in the state of nature was happy and
there was balance among men. As time passed, humankind confronted certain progressions. As
the general population expanded, the methods by which individuals could fulfill their
necessities needed to change. Individuals gradually started to live in families, and afterwards
in larger groups made up of several families. Division of labour was introduced, both within
and amongst families, and discoveries and i1movations made life less demanding, giving rise
to leisure time. Such leisure time unavoidably drove individuals to make comparisons between
themselves and others, leading to shame and envy, pride and contempt. 5°
In particular, the innovation of private property which constituted the pivotal moment in
humanity's evolution out of a simple, pure state into one, characterized by greed, competition,
vanity, inequality, and vice was the most important. 5 1 As indicated by Rousseau, the original
freedom, happiness, equality and liberty which existed preceding the social contract, were lost
in the civilization. Through the social contract, another type of social association, the state, was
shaped to guarantee rights, liberties freedom and equality.
To sum up all the different conceptualizations of the social contract theory, the first premise of
social contract theory is that initially man lived in the condition of nature. There was no
administration and there was no law to control him.

52

Secondly, there were hardships and

oppression within the society. To overcome these hardships, man went into two agreements.
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In the first agreement, pact ofunionis, the people sought assurance of protection of their lives
and individual property. 53 As a result of this pact a society was framed where individuals agreed
to respect each other and live in peace and congruity.
In the second agreement, pact of subjectionis, the people joined and agreed to comply with an
authority and surrendered their rights and freedom to an authority. 54 The authority guaranteed
protection of life, property and to a certain extent liberty. To escape from the state of nature,
they all agreed to live under basic laws and make an enforcement mechanism for the social
contract and the laws that constituted it.
The state came into being on account of the two understandings. The govermnent needed to
fund performance of the duties it owed to the people. This led to the imposition of taxes to
generate funds for the govermnent. 55
2.3.Utilitarian theory

Utilitarianism focuses on the effects of an action.56 The moral action is that which produces
the greatest good for the greatest number. In other words, the happiness and general well-being
of the majority should take priority over the individual. Utilitarianism is a theory which
attempts to define the scope and freedom of individual liberty under state authority. 57 Because
it draws a line between the rights of the individual and the rights of others, utilitarianism can
be viewed as a form ofjustice. 58
Jeremy Bentham's basic assumption is that humans by nature avoid pain and seek pleasure. 59
He argues that individual happiness is the supreme good. A person should act in a manner that
provides happiness for the greatest number. 60 In other words, happiness would be measure by
a quantitative scale (measure happiness by amount or quantity). Those who commit social
vices, then, should be punished by the quantity of unhappiness they create.
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Bentham is an "act utilitarian." Act utilitarians uphold 1\vo ideals: first, that the worth of an
act should be judged according to its pleasant and unpleasant consequences; two, that a person
should act in such a way that his act will promote the greatest good for the greatest number. 61
John Stuart Mill believes that happiness is determined by the individual. 62 In addition, he
argues that no one individual can determine what will produce happiness for every individual.
Thus, he believes that a democracy which provides for maximum individual participation and
creates an environment for the pursuit of happiness is the best way to secure man's quest for
his own good and promote happiness. Thus, democracy is an avenue to provide individual
happiness to the greatest number.
To define the extent that an individual should be allowed to exercise his liberty, Mill refers to
the "harm principle" which says that the only good reason for restricting a person's liberty is
to prevent harm to others. 63 Mill argues that punishment should only be used if it would lead
to better consequences than non-punishment.
Mill is a "rule utilitarian." Rule utilitarians support three main ideas: one, that the moral worth
of an act is judged according to the good or bad consequences that result from following a
moral rule of conduct; two, that a person should follow a moral rule that brings more good
consequences than another rule would; and three, that all moral rules which produce the
greatest happiness for the greatest number should be obeyed. 64

2.4.Conclusion and Connection of the theories to taxation
Modern philosophers have focused on the legitimacy of taxes as a means of equality. Taxes are
seen primarily as ' the cost of the rights ' . Here, any right guaranteed by the government is a
positive right whose protection must be financed through taxes. 65 Thus, according to the social
contract theory, the legitimacy of tax law is based on the liberal-democratic procedure by which
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positive law is produced and the obligation to pay taxes is included as a special case of the
obligation in general to obey the law. 66
The utilitarian theory generally seeks to promote social welfare. Taxes can therefore be used
to improve social conditions and bring happiness to the masses in that the state uses them to
provide the most basic and common needs of its citizens. Also, an argument may be made that
betting tax advances this quest for the greater good in society. When bookmakers are taxed at
such high rates as capped by the Act, money gathered from the society tlu·ough lost wagers is
recovered through taxes and redistributed by the government. This holds true from the fact that
often, most of the stakes placed in wagers end up in the hands of the bookmaker in the event
of a loss. Taxation of the boolunakers at a high rate is greater a good than when the boolunakers
keep all the proceeds of betting with minimal taxation. More on this will be discussed in chapter
four .

66
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3. CHAPTER THREE: CASE STUDIES
3.1.Introduction to case studies
Other governments' decisions to use tax to regulate betting can be examined tlu-ough case
studies. To evaluate taxes on betting, this paper limits its area of study to comparison of the
experience of other jurisdictions in regulating their betting markets. It is acknowledged, at this
stage, that in drawing conclusions from such comparison other variables affecting the
performance of betting markets may come into play. These variables shall be held constant for
purposes of this research. By so doing, this chapter will outline the experience of two
jurisdictions, the United Kingdom (UK) and France.
3.2. United Kingdom

3.2.1. Introduction
In the UK, the laws relating to gambling are less complicated. Most forms of gambling are
legal in a well-regulated market. 67 As a result, betting and gaming has grown into big business
with hundreds of retail betting shops and land-based casinos and poker rooms established
throughout the jurisdiction. The UK led the journey to liberalisation of online gaming in
Europe. 68 There are numerous UK based online gambling sites and many more foreign-based
sites that legally provide their services to residents. 69

3.2.2. Regulation of gambling
The UK has perfected its regulation on the gambling market for more than five centuries. 70
Regulation has been shaped by moral, social and economic factors affecting the industry. 71 The
Gambling Commission regulates the industry as mandated under the Gambling Act of2005. 72
The Commission issues licenses to gambling operators and impose fines or revokes licenses,
if necessary, when the terms of issuance are violated. 73 The objectives of the Gambling
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on 7 April

Commission are: to prevent gambling from becoming a source of crime or disorder, being
associated with crime or disorder, or being used to support crime; to ensure that gambling is
conducted in a fair and open way and to protect children and other vulnerable persons from
being harmed or exploited by gambling. 74 The commission also ensures that operators who
offer gambling services, including those who do it online, meet the necessary standards. 75
When it comes to providing online gambling services to UK residents, only companies whose
operations are based in the UK can be issued with licenses by the Gambling Commission. 76
However, the Gambling Commission has a whitelist of approved gambling jurisdictions. 77
Operators who obtain licenses from within those jurisdictions may also offer their services to
UK punters.78

3.2.3. Taxation of the gambling market
In the UK both amateur and professional gamblers do not pay tax on their wim1ings. 79 In 2001 ,
betting levy, which was a 6.75% tax based on stakes was abolished. 80 This allowed punters to
bet tax free whether they won or lost. To date, the winnings are still not taxable and punters do
not need to declare the witmings as a source of income. 81 However, it is necessary to declare
wim1ings from gambling to Her Majesty's Revenue & Customs (HM Revenue & Customs)
even though they are not taxed because declaring makes it easier to prove source of wealth in
any future instances where one is tasked with proving their source of income or is audited for
fraud and other financial crimes.
With the 2001 changes, all bookmakers were required to pay a 15% tax on gross gaming
revenue at the point of supply. 82 The point of supply taxation meant that only UK- based
bookmakers, who offered their services to UK residents in UK, were required to pay the 15%
tax. Bookmakers based outside the jurisdiction were not required to pay the tax because they
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did not supply their services from within the UK. In addition to this, the Remote Gaming Act
of 2007 introduced regulation for online casino gaming setting the same tax base and rate as
that for betting. 83
In 2014, there was introduced a 15% tax on gross gaming revenue at the point of consumption. 84
The point of consumption means that all bookmakers whose services are consumed in the UK
were required to pay 15% tax on the gross gaming revenue from their services in UK. This was
meant to bring offshore bookmakers under the regulation of the Gambling commission. 85

3.2.4. Impact of taxation

In 2001, when the betting levy was abolished and replaced by a 15% tax on bookmakers ' gross
gaming revenue at point of supply, more betting companies moved their online operations
offshore. 86 This was because by so doing they needed not pay betting tax which was levied in
the UK. Offshore bookmakers would only pay the UK corporate tax on profits while escaping
the 15% betting tax paid by UK -based bookmakers. 87
As the online gambling market steadily grew over the subsequent decade this problem became
more visible to the government. 88 In 2014 the Gambling Act 2005 was amended introducing a
15% tax on gross gaming revenue at the point of consumption. 89 This means that off-shore
companies were obliged to pay tax on gross gaming revenue generated from UK-based punters
to HM Revenue & Customs. Failure to do so would make a betting company lose its license or
be ineligible to obtain or be re-issued with a UK gambling licence. 90
Since the UK was one of the largest and lucrative markets for the gambling industry, most offshore bookmakers were interested in remaining within the UK market. 91 Bookmakers with a
significant market in the UK, who could afford to shoulder the point of consumption tax on
gross gaming revenue, updated their licenses as opposed to taking their business elsewhere. 92
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The point of consumption tax on gross gammg revenue has impacted the bookmakers'
behaviour, therefore affected market growth and prevalence. On the one hand, this tax raises
the budget of bookmclkers and causes them to cut on costs such as adve1iising thus fewer
adverts and promotional offers are seen. 93 Advertisement is directly linked to prevalence of
betting activities. 94 Therefore, reduced advertisement leads to a reduced market size and
prevalence.
On the other hand, both punters and bookmakers have strong incentives to participate in the
regulated market. 95 These include the advantage of lower prices in the regulated market. 96 The
prices are lower due to more competition as compared to the non-regulated market because
more punters have moved to the regulated market. 97 This is an incentive for the punters to place
bets in the regulated market. The bookmakers on the other hand have more marketing
opportunities which are not available in the non-regulated market and the public trust
associated with being regulated brings them more business. 98 The prevailing conditions are
such that most bookmakers see it in their interests to become regulated in the UK. 99
A survey conducted in 2015 by the gambling commission found that the impact to the UK
gambling market by the 2014 amendment to the Gambling Act was in no way as detrimental
as many had feared it could be. 100

3.2.5. Findings from the UK
The case study of UK illustrates that taxation based on gross gaming revenue of the online
gambling market leads to achievement of regulation. This is because taxation on gross gaming
revenue produces the desired results of regulation. Regulation is meant to ensure that gambling
takes place in and environment that is both conducive and legally governed. Taxation raises
the budget for bookmakers and causes them to decrease advertisement and promotional offers.
This in turn leads to lower punter participation thus achieving the effect of reduced prevalence
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of garrtbling. The stronger the regulation of the gambling market, the more the incentives there
are for operators to participate in a regulated market due to the conducive environment created
for operation.

3.3. France

3.3.1. Introduction
France is a country with a longstanding Christian-Catholic tradition where gambling has been
totally prohibited for a long time because it is considered immoral. 101 A general ban on
gambling relating to games of chance has been in place but over time, certain gambling
activities authorised. 102 There is very strict regulation on gambling in France due to moral
underpinnings. Gambling services must be either offered in specific registered premises or
provided by authorised operators. 103 The categories of online gambling that are legal in France
are sports betting, horse racing, and poker. One gambling platform that is conspicuously absent
is online casino games. 104

3.3.2. Regulation
French gambling laws are implemented by three main bodies. These are Pari-mutuel Urban
(PMU), which is responsible for horseracing 105 while Fran<;aise des Jeux (FDJ) is the entity
that is responsible for lotteries and betting games. 106 The third is Autorite de regulation des
jeux en ligne (ARJEL) which is an independent administrative authority that was specifically
established to regulate online gambling in France. 107 ARJEL loosely translates to French for
"the regulatory authority for online games".
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Online betting was legalized in 2010 by the implementation of the French Gambling Act. 108
The French authorities deem online casino games too addictive and therefore do not permit
online casinos. 109

3.3.3. Taxation
The gambling industry in France is faced with very high rates of taxes. The tax rate on online
gambling is 46.30% levied on the boolr"makers based on total stakes placed by the punters. 110
In addition to that, online boolanakers are required to pay 33% corporation tax on profits.111
Punters on the other hand must pay 2% of their witmings to the government as taxes. 112

3.3.4. Impact of taxation
The development of the French online gaming market has two distinct stages. The first stage
is the period pre-regulation (pre-2010) which was characterised by the declining dominance of
PMU as unregulated competition provided a variety of gaming products at more attractive
rates. 113 This caused the online market which was largely unregulated to grow faster than
PMU' s online market that was heavily regulated during the same period. 11 4 This meant that
potential government tax revenue was not captured. The second stage is post-2010, where the
market grew mostly as a result of new entrants into the locally regulated market following
implementation of the new Act. 115
The high tax rates coupled with significant market restrictions have become a barrier to entry
for bookmakers. 116 This is because it makes market entry less appealing. Similarly, it
encourages bookmakers to remain unregulated and operate outside the jurisdiction of the
regulators. The high tax rates on stakes also leads to lower investment in gaming due to the
poor return on investment for punters. This in turn reduces levels of gaming activity within the
regulated market.
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In addition, a tax on stakes is not designed to adapt to additional gambling products that may
be available online in future. For example, cash poker would not be regulated effectively under
a stakes tax regime because the operators' profits are very low compared to the total value of
all customer stakes. Similarly, offline games such as casino table games have an inflexible
gross profit margin and are therefore not well suited to being taxed on a proportion on stakes.

3.3.5. Findings from France
The case study of France leads this research to important lessons in evaluation of regulation of
online gambling through taxation. Firstly, for a newly liberalised gambling market such as the
one in France, higher rates of tax coupled with significant market restrictions can become a
barrier to entry for bookmakers seeking to establish themselves in the market. Gambling in
France seems to be hindered by tough taxation. High rates of tax based on stakes does not
appear to achieve regulatory control of the gambling market in France but acts as a deteiTent.
The rate of tax is a crucial factor in determining the expected level of regulation in a market.
Higher tax rates encourage a lower rate of regulation which gives the government, regulating
bodies and operators fewer opportunities to introduce socially responsible policies compared
to highly regulated markets. A higher tax rate can also lead to lower investment in gaming due
to the poor return on investment for punters. This may in tum reduce levels of gaming activity
within the regulated market.
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4. CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
4.1.Introduction to chapter four
This chapter will answer the research questions by discussing the findings of the case studies
but first it shall establish whether there exists a connection between levying taxes and
regulating conduct.
Secondly, since the purpose of this research is to provide an independent review of Kenya's
approach to taxing betting with an intent of regulation, this chapter shall evaluate whether
betting tax should be based on gross gaming revenue or on stakes. Particularly, this chapter
considers the relative merits of a tax on gross gaming revenue against the benefits of a tax on
stakes in terms of how these different tax regimes influence regulation of the betting market
and the tax revenue generated by the industry.
Finally, this chapter will analyse the chosen model in Kenya which is a 35% tax on gross
gammg revenue.
4.2.Can tax be used to regulate social conduct?
The question of whether taxation can be a means of achieving desired social conduct was the
main subject of determination in the case Virginia v. Sebelius at a District court in the State of
Virginia, 119 The imposition by Congress of a financial penalty on people who declined to
purchase medical cover, provided for in the Patient Protection and Affordable Health Care Act,
was challenged in this case.
The State of Virginia contended that calling this levy a tax, as Congress did, added nothing to
its legitimacy since the non-compliance punishment does not meet the criteria for a tax because
the motivation behind it was to regulate conduct, not to generate revenue for the government.
On the other hand, the Federal Government contended that taxation has frequently been used
for regulatory purposes, and that a tax does not stop to be legitimate just on the grounds that it
controls, disheartens, or even certainly discourages the exercises taxed. 120
While declining to uphold Virginia's challenge to the constitutionality of the Act, the Judge
laid out two contending visions of tax collection. He observed that taxation has two wellunderstood objectives. Undoubtedly, as proposed by the state of Virginia, the first and most
119
120
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generally acknowledged one is to raise revenue for fundamental government functions. The
second objective of tax collection is redistribution of wealth. In addition, the judge stated that
taxation has a third objective, which has not been seen in application broadly; a regulatory
objective. In most developed countries, governments utilize the taxation framework to change
the conduct of actors in the private sector, by incentivizing activities they wish to advance and
by clisincentivizing activities they wish to debilitate. 121
Most analysts have faulted the utilization of taxation for regulatory purposes. 122 Regulation,
they contend, ought to either be straightforward or that it be done through subsidies or
penalties. 123 They argue that tax collection bodies ought to be left to their appropriate role of
collecting taxes, with a conceivable sense of accomplishing redistribution of wealth. 124
However, this regulatory capacity of the tax system is well-established. Indeed, it can be seen
that a few types of taxes, for example, Pigouvian taxes intended to discourage certain exercises
by compelling private actors to internalize their social expenses, are completely regulatory in
nature. Pigouvian taxes are corrective taxes charged on the generator of a negative externality
in order to mitigate the consequences of the externality. 125 Externalities include but are not
limited to social costs. Social costs are the expenses to an entire society resulting from an
activity. 126 When assessing the overall impact of its commercial actions in terms of social costs,
a socially responsible business should not only consider its own production expenses but also,
any indirect expenses or damages borne by others. 127
Taxation can therefore advance the goal of regulating human and social conduct by forcing
private actors to internalize the social costs of their activities. 128
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4.3.Should betting tax be levied on the stakes or on gross gaming revenue?
Since it has been established above that taxation can achieve regulation goals, this research
then focuses on the two types of taxes that may be levied on the betting industry and how
effective each could be in achieving regulation. These are gross gaming revenue-based taxation
and stakes-based taxation. A tax on stakes is levied on the total money gambled by the punters.
While on the other hand a tax on gross gaming revenue for games in which the operator accepts
risk is defined as total stakes less winnings. For games in which the operator accepts no risk
6rass gaming revenue is the revenue that accrues to the operator.
In chapter tlwee, this paper makes key findings from the experiences of the two jurisdictions.
First, a tax regime with a gross gaming revenue tax base such as the one in the UK seems to
achieve higher levels of regulation of the online market. On the other hand, the stakes-based
tax regime in France appears to limit regulation by making the locally regulated market less
attractive to both the bookmakers and punters in comparison to non-regulated competition from
outside the jurisdiction.
According to the findings in chapter three, a tax on gross gaming revenue delivers the highest
regulation due to strong incentives both for bookmakers and punters. Tllis outcome is
consistent with the experiences seen in other European jurisdictions. The French betting sector
has not performed as per the expectations due to a high tax rate based on stakes, while the UK
market has grown strongly with high regulation in a lower tax rate environment based on gross
gammg revenue.
Betting restrictions such as customer stakes limits or bmming betting, previously applied in the
UK and currently applied in France, significantly shift gaming from the regulated market to
the non-regulated market given the share of the market. Such restrictions are designed to protect
punters but they would drive activity away from the regulated market to an unregulated market
where operators are not required to protect punters with measures such as under age controls.
A smaller unregulated market and larger regulated market in Kenya is expected to support
greater punter protection and allow authorities to monitor and limit the extent of problems
associated with gambling. Thus, a tax such as 35% on gross gaming revenue which incentivises
bookmakers to be locally-regulated and customers to use locally regulated operators may be
able to better support the control of problems associated with gambling and increase protection
of punters than stakes-based taxes.
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Looking forward, a tax on gross gaming revenue is also compatible with all types of gaming
products unlike a tax on stakes which does not wm·k with traditional forms of some casino
games. This therefore avoids restricting the supply of gaming products which may be regulated
online in the future. This also future -proofs the tax regime to future innovations in gaming.
The evaluation of the relative merits of a tax on gross gaming revenue and a tax on stakes for
the regulation of online sports betting concbdes that regulating the online sports betting market
in Kenya with a tax on gross gaming revenue makes the most economic and social sense for
the regulator, operators, and customers.
It is therefore true that a tax on gross gaming revenue delivers: the highest regulation by

reducing the umegulated market, the highest growth of a regulated market in Kenya and the
highest tax revenues . This is due to strong incentives both for bookmakers to become locally
regulated and for punters to gamble with locally regulated bookmakers.
4.4.Betting tax model in Kenya

In order to evaluate the benefits of taxation in regulation of betting in Kenya, this chapter
concludes by discussing the Kenyan case where betting is taxed at 35% on the gross gaming
revenue . When we look at betting taxin Kenya, it ought to achieve the three goals of taxation;
revenue collection, redistribution of wealth and regulation.
Betting tax undoubtedly raises revenue for the government. With huge turnovers and profit
margins, the betting industry is worth billions of Kenyan shillings. It has been projected that
the betting market could earn Kenya up to an estimated Ksh.500 million in taxes annually. 129
Most developed countries see taxation framework as an approach to redistribute national
income. 130 Despite Kenya being a developing country, betting tax reintegrates to the national
revenue and redistributes 3 5 percent of the money lost in stakes. This money is then used to
fund sporting activities thus nurturing talent. 131 In addition, this addresses the problem of profit
repatriation without adequate taxation on profits made by foreign bookmakers and locally
incorporated bookmakers with foreign shareholding. 132 If there is inadequate taxation a lot of
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130
131
132

PwC, Betting on Africa: Gambling Outlook: 2013-2017 (South Africa- Nigeria-Kenyclj, November 2013.
Virginia v. Sebelius, Civil Action No. 3:10CV188-HEH (2010).
Section 29A, Betting, Lotteries and Gamii1g Act (Cap 131 ).
htt ps:!/ www.cconomi~:t.c ,)m/ blogs/e conomist-~in s tJQ 17.: I 0/cconornist-expiains-5 on 24 March 2018.
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wealth could be moved out of the country. 133 Betting tax is therefore a safeguard measure of
the government aimed at protecting the citizens. 134
Betting tax may also be a means to equalize the benefits of money raised from betting. This is
reached by ensuring that not cnly bookmakers but also the Kenyan people benefit from the
proceeds of betting. Boolu11akers are seen to reap huge benefits due to some factors such as
low production and operating costs. The cost of production for boolm1akers is quite low
because they depend on wagers placed by the punters to run their businesses. The capital
investment is relatively minimal because many of these companies work online and have few
or no employees, minimal or physical presence thus no need for operation premises. In terms
of benefits to society, besides the occasional winnings paid out to wim1ers and scattered
corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects such income is barely used to benefit society.
Based on these justifications for betting tax, it is evident that betting tax not only seeks to
achieve regulatory objectives but also redistributive and safeguarding objectives
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5. CHAPTER FIVE~ CONCLUSION AND RECOMlVIENDATIONS
5.1.Conclusion

This research has analysed case studies from the two European jurisdictions and concludes that
a betting tax will resuit in a higher locai regulation of the betting industry while generating
higher tax revenues from betting.
These conclusions are based on key findings which are discussed in detail within chapter 4 of
this paper. The experience of foreign jurisdictions that have already regulated online gaming
supports the assertion that a tax on gross gaming revenue is the most effective way to regulate
the betting industry. 135 This research finds that taxation of the sports betting market in Kenya
has the potential to decrease significantly the proportion of the market which is currently
unregulated by bringing the foreign bookmakers under the regulation of BLCB . The most
effective means of doing so is with a tax on gross gaming revenue as captured in the betting
tax currently in place. This research further finds that such taxation reduces the amount of
money leaving the country in form of profit repatriations leading to better protection of the
Kenyan economy and collection of more revenue from tax.
The findings are further supported by evidence that attempts to block citizens from accessing
online betting sites have not proven to be wholly effective due to legal, practical and technical
limitations. The online betting sector will always exist regardless of regulation; therefore, an
effective tax and regulatory regime is the sure-fire way to reduce the size of the gaming market
which is currently unregulated. Secondly, a tax on gross gaming revenue causes a higher
section of the market come under regulation. This in turn reduces the size of the locally
unregulated market and ensures a competitive market of locally regulated bookmakers. By so
doing, a tax on gross gaming revenue supports the effective implementation of CSR policies,
enabling greater control of social problems associated with gambling and protection of punters,
as a higher propmtion of Kenyan punters will be playing on sites that are licensed with
appropriate regulatory oversight. Finally, a tax on gross gaming revenue works with all gaming
products and therefore ensures the taxation regime remains relevant in regulation across other
betting products which do not work with stakes.

11

; " Regarding taxes, we have now realised that the taxation model where a percentage of stakes is levied does
not work" - Chairman, ARJEL (French gaming regulator), July 20 ll.
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This research therefore concludes therefore that betting tax is the most effective tax regime
with which to regulate the online sports betting market in Kenya and the most likely to achieve
desired policy outcomes. In addition, a tax on gross gaming revenue is also compatible with all
types of gaming products unlike a tax on stakes and therefore avoids restricting the supply of
gaming products, future-proofing the tax regime to future innovations in gaming.

5.2.Recommendations
Based on the conclusion above, this research recommends that betting tax remains in place as
is currently levied owing to the justifications provided for a tax on gross gaming revenue in
favour of a tax on stakes.
Secondly, the state should improve integration in the management systems of financial flows
through liaison between KRA and financial institutions as well as mobile money transfer
systems to ensure that financial flows from betting are detected. This will improve compliance
since KRA can easily monitor cashflows thus easing the calculation of gross gaming revenue
with a more integrated system.
Finally, the Cabinet Secretary for the National Treasury should put in place guidelines on the
implementation of betting tax to enable a seamless rollout of betting tax in the country with
clarity which will aid in promoting compliance.

5.3.Future areas of research
Future research could investigate the effect of regulation of the betting industry in Kenya. There
have been widespread concerns that overregulation of the betting sector could drive out direct
foreign investment and end up killing the local betting industry. 136 Similarly, it has also been
posited by AGOK that overregulation of the betting industry could lead to development of an
underworld for unregulated betting. 137 These two concerns could be the basis of further
research on overregulation of the betting sector.
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